New tennis club at Holt

With Wimbledon fast approaching now is the time to go out and enjoy a game of tennis, with Holt now having its own club.

Holt Grasshopper Tennis Club is a new LTA affiliated club based at Gresham's School. Run by Darren Gill of Gill Sports, it provides the opportunity for juniors and adults, beginners and more experienced players to enjoy the sport.

Darren, who has a decade of tennis coaching under his belt and previously ran Sedgeford Tennis Centre in Hunstanton, said: "I am very excited about the opportunities a new club will bring to Holt and the surrounding areas. We will be providing social play, junior and adult coaching programmes as well as opportunities to play in tennis leagues. There will be something for everyone."

There are a range of memberships to choose from or players can opt to just pay and play. Visit www.grasshoppers.com/grasshoppercamps for more information.

ANYONE FOR TENNIS?: Coach Darren Gill is about to put some youngsters through their paces at the new tennis club at Gresham's School, Holt which is now open for anyone to play.

Chapman leads by example with superb ton

Holt turned on the style with both bat and ball to record an impressive 236-run victory in their latest West Norfolk League fixture.

Opponents Castle Acre won the toss and elected to bowl first on what looked a good cricket wicket. The wicket was brown, but hard so it looked it would assist both the batsman and the pace bowlers. Holt lost a wicket in the fourth over, but had a healthy run rate, and maintained that throughout the innings. Looking to put every bad ball away to the fence, but respect the good balls by rotating the strike.

Holt were in total control after that. Holt's captain Ciaran Chapman played a sublime knock of 140 not out. He dominated Castle Acre's young bowling attack and he struck boundaries on a consistent basis. He was helped along by Jerry Curtis (18) for a very decent second wicket partnership, and also Matty Bayley (16) for the fifth wicket, as that partnership was very productive.